Job dictation Part A

**What's the job?**

**Group A**

I work outdoors ___ ___ ___ and indoors half the time.____
___ ___ ___ but I eat too many ___ ___ ____. I walk
around ___ ___ ___ drive a car. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ job is
exciting but ___ ___ ___ of my time just ___ ___ ____. I wear
a uniform ___ ___ ___ and a gun. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ catch
criminals ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.

Job dictation Part B

**What's the job?**

**Group B**

___ ___ ___ half the time ___ ___ ___ ___ ____. I'm
fit and strong ___ ___ ___ ___ hamburgers and hotdogs. ___ ___
___ the streets and ___ ___ ____. Most people think my ___ ___
___ ___ I spend most ___ ___ ___ ___ watching and waiting. ___ ___
___ ___ complete with handcuffs ___ ___ ____. My job is to ___ ___
___ ___ and protect honest citizens.
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